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Troubleshooting Dimensions Not
Locating Railings

The information in this article applies to:

QUESTION
When I generate Auto Exterior Dimensions on my plans, they don't locate the railings
that are part of my deck or porch. Why is this, and how can I change this so that my
railings are included when this tool is used?
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ANSWER
By default, railings and deck railings have the "No Locate" setting checked, which
prevents Auto Exterior Dimensions from locating these objects. You can change this on
an individual railing-by-railing basis so that only some railings are dimensioned, or you
can change your Default Settings so that this setting is no longer enabled, allowing all
railings to be located.

To change individual railings so that Auto Exterior Dimensions
locate them
1. In a floor plan view, use the Select Objects  tool to select one of the railings that

is not being dimensioned, then click the Open Object  edit button.

2. On the GENERAL panel of the Deck Railing or Railing Specification dialog that

opens, uncheck the No Locate box, then click OK.



3. Repeat this procedure for any other railings that you would like dimensions to
locate.

4. Select CAD> Automatic Dimensions> Auto Exterior Dimensions  to regenerate

dimensions based on these changes, and notice that your railings will now be
located.

If you know you always want deck railings or standard railings to be dimensioned to,
you can change this in your Default Settings so that any future railings you draw will
not have this option checked.

To change your Default Settings
1. From the menu, select Edit> Default Settings .

2. Expand the Walls category, select Deck Railing and/or Railing, then click Edit.



3. In the Deck Railing or Railing Defaults dialog, uncheck the No Locate box, then
click OK.

4. Going forward, any exterior railings that you create in this plan will be located when
using the Auto Exterior Dimensions  tool. 

Changing what Dimensions Locate (/support/article/KB-00941/changing-what-
dimensions-locate.html)

Specifying Which Wall Layer Exterior Dimensions Locate (/support/article/KB-
00658/specifying-which-wall-layer-exterior-dimensions-locate.html)
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